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AGI Launches *Geoscience Currents*- Data Snapshots of Workforce and Education in Geoscience

Alexandria, VA – The American Geological Institute (AGI) Workforce Program has initiated *Geoscience Currents*, a new series on geosciences workforce and educational data snapshots, that are expected to be released on a near-weekly basis.

*Geoscience Currents* are delivered via email weekly. These data snapshots and short reports shed light into the issue of the overall health of the geoscience fields. From scholarships to employment opportunities, the effect of retirements, to university enrollment trends, *Geoscience Currents* provides up-to-the-minute glimpses into all areas of the geoscience fields, from academia, government, and industry to educational opportunities and university demographics.

To subscribe to these free data snapshots go to http://www.agiweb.org/workforce and click “Register.” Also available as part of this website, you will also be able to view past *Geoscience Current* issues, read other reports completed by the Workforce Program, and access other resources pertaining to geoscience careers.

The American Geological Institute is a nonprofit federation of 44 geoscientific and professional associations that represents more than 120,000 geologists, geophysicists and other earth scientists. Founded in 1948, AGI provides information services to geoscientists, serves as a voice of shared interests in the profession, plays a major role in strengthening geoscience education, and strives to increase public awareness of the vital role the geosciences play in society’s use of resources, resiliency to natural hazards, and interaction with the environment.